We establish sufficient conditions on durations that are stationary with finite variance and memory parameter d ∈ [0, 1/2) to ensure that the corresponding counting process The authors thank Xiaohong Chen and Raymond Thomas for helpful comments and suggestions.
changes, constitutes a pure-jump model for the prices. In such a model, it is the transactions that generate price changes. Therefore, the (logarithmic) price change in a given time interval is the accumulation of transaction-level price changes. Furthermore, the total number of transactions up to a given time is simply the counting process induced by the series of intertrade durations. Such models have been considered recently by Oomen (2006) , Rydberg and Shephard (2003) , among others. Clearly, then, properties of realized volatility calculated from high-frequency returns generated from such a process would also depend on the properties of durations. It is therefore essential to get a better understanding of the theoretical link between durations, counts and realized volatility so that price process models can be compatible with what is observed in empirical data.
We present first a few basic definitions. The collection of time points · · · t −1 < t 0 ≤ 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · at which a transaction (say, a trade of a particular stock on a specific market) takes place, comprises a point process, a fact which was exploited by Engle and Russell (1988) . These event times {t k } determine a counting process,
N (t) = N umber of Events in (0, t].
For any fixed time spacing ∆t > 0, one can define the counts A fundamental fact about point processes is that in general (a notable exception is the Poisson process) there is no single measure under which both the point process N and the durations {τ k } are stationary, i.e., in general P and P 0 are not the same. Nevertheless, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the class of measures P 0 that determine a stationary duration sequence and the class of measures P that determine a stationary point process. The measure P 0 corresponding to P is called the Palm distribution. The counts are stationary under P , while the durations are stationary under P 0 .
An economic interpretation of the distinction between P and P 0 is as follows. If the cumulative number of transactions N (t) is calculated from the opening bell (e.g., 9:00 E.T., Wednesday, July 12'th 2006), then the appropriate measure is P . By contrast, if N (t) is calculated from the first transaction of that trading day, then the appropriate measure would be P 0 . For thinly traded stocks, the difference between these two starting points may be quite large. In this paper, we will establish sufficient conditions on durations that are stationary with finite variance and memory parameter d ∈ [0, 1/2) under P 0 to ensure that the corresponding counting process N (t) satisfies Var N (t) ∼ Ct 2d+1 (C > 0) as t → ∞ under P , with the same memory parameter d ∈ [0, 1/2) that was assumed for the durations. Thus, these conditions, given in Theorem 1, ensure that the memory parameter in durations propagates to the same memory parameter in counts. Moreover, we show that under a particular model for prices, the same memory parameter propagates further from the counting process to the realized volatility.
We will verify that the sufficient conditions of our Theorem 1 are satisfied for the ACD(1,1) model assuming finite 3 + moment ( > 0) of the durations under P 0 , and for the LMSD model with any The pure-jump model for prices mentioned above assumes that the transaction-level price changes are independent. However, as we discuss in Section IV, the observed transaction-level returns exhibit autocorrelation at short lags. Hence we relax the independence to the far weaker assumption that the price changes are q-dependent, and then replacing the realized volatility by the transaction-time-sampling version advocated by Oomen (2006) , we show that this alternative version of realized volatility inherits the same memory parameter as the durations.
II Theorems on the propagation of the memory parameter
Let E, E 0 , Var, Var 0 denote expectations and variances under P and P 0 , respectively. Define
and λ = 1 µ . Our main theorem uses the assumption that P 0 is {τ k }-mixing, defined as follows. Let 
Our theorem also uses the notion of α-mixing, also known as strong mixing (see Bradley 2005 , Section 2.1).
Theorem 1 Let {τ k } be a duration process such that the following conditions hold:
converges weakly to σB 1/2+d (·) under P 0 , where σ > 0 and B 1/2+d (·) is fractional Brownian motion if 1−2d + δ finite moments are needed, where δ is arbitrarily small. The closer d is to 1/2, the larger the number of finite moments required.
Remark 4:
As pointed out by Nieuwenhuis (1989) , if {τ k } is strong mixing under P 0 then P 0 is {τ k }-mixing. Nevertheless, this weaker form of mixing is essential for our purposes in the case d > 0 since even Gaussian long-memory processes are not strong mixing. See Viano, Deniau and Oppenheim (1995).
We now present two useful models for durations and give results stating that the conditions of Theorem 1 apply for these models, thereby yielding the properties of the variance of the induced counting processes.
A LMSD Process
A latent-variable model for durations is the Stochastic Duration (SCD) model of Bauwens and Veredas (2004) . The model is given by
where ω ∈ R, |β| < 1, the {e k } are iid N (0, σ 2 ) and the { k } are iid with unit mean and positive support.
This model is analogous to the widely-used Stochastic Volatility (SV) model for returns (see Harvey, 1998 
Gaussian with zero mean, independent of { k }, and 
.
B ACD(1,1) Process
The ACD process was introduced by Engle and Russell (1998) . While the LMSD model builds dependence in the durations through an unobservable latent variable process, the ACD model is observation driven.
The ACD model treats the conditional mean of durations in the same way that the GARCH model treats the conditional variance of returns. The simplest version is the ACD(1,1) process given by
with ω > 0, α > 0, β ≥ 0 and α + β < 1, where under P 0 , k ≥ 0 are i.i.d. with mean 1. We will assume further that under P 0 , k has a density g such that 
III Autocorrelation of Aggregated Counts
The following elementary result relates the memory parameter of a stationary process to the lag-1 autocorrelation of partial sums as the level of aggregation grows.
Theorem 4 Let {X t } be a stationary process such that Var(
Proof:
The result follows by noting that
This theorem has an interesting practical interpretation. If we write
where ∆t > 0 is fixed, then X k represents the number of events (count) in a time interval of width ∆t, e.g. one minute. Thus, 
IV The Link Between Counts and Realized Volatility
To establish a link between counts and volatility it is necessary first to assume a continuous-time model for prices which incorporates the counting process. We will start with a simple pure-jump model (to be generalized subsequently),
where P (t) is the price at time t, N (t) is the number of transactions up to time t, and the {ξ j } are i.i.d., independent of N (·), with zero mean, variance µ 2 < ∞, and fourth moment µ 4 < ∞.
Models related to (1) have been considered in the economic literature. Clark (1973) wrote the model
where B is Brownian motion, andÑ (t) is a nondecreasing positive stochastic process with independent increments, independent of B. Our model generalizes that of Clark (1973) in that it allows for non-independent increments of N (·) and non-Gaussian price changes, however in our model N (·) is restricted to be a pure-jump process since it is derived from the underlying duration process. Press (1967) considered a model of form (1), but included an additional continuous component, assumed normality of price changes, and assumed that N (·) is a Poisson process. Oomen (2006) has generalized the pure-jump version of the model of Press (1967) to allow for time-varying intensity of the Poisson process, and to allow for non-independent price changes so as to describe market microstructure effects (see below).
The existing literature on realized volatility generally assumes that the logarithmic price process is a diffusion given by
where W is a Brownian motion and σ, the instantaneous volatility, is a positive càdlàg process. Though the diffusive and pure-jump frameworks appear to be very different, Oomen (2006) points out that they may have similar implications for realized volatility. Nevertheless, the diffusive models by themselves do not yield a mechanism for generating transaction times, or therefore, durations and counts. We choose to use a pure-jump framework here since our goal in this paper is to link the properties of the observable durations, counts and realized volatility.
In (1) and henceforth, we adopt the convention that a sum is taken to be zero if the upper limit is less than the lower limit. Since the price changes are independent of each other and of the process N (·), the log prices under (1) are a Martingale.
The model (1) implies that the returns r s at equally-spaced clock-time intervals of width ∆t > 0 may be expressed as
Recall that the counts {∆N s } are given by variance that is asymptotically proportional to n, i.e., short memory.
Remark 7:
The tick-time return process {ξ j } in Thereom 5 could be extended to a sum {ξ j + η j } where {η j } are iid, and independent of {ξ j }.
The model (1) implies that clock-time returns are uncorrelated, whereas there is considerable empirical evidence to the contrary (see, e.g., Roll 1984 ). This autocorrelation is often attributed to microstructure effects such as bid-ask bounce. We therefore consider a generalization that allows returns in tick time to be autocorrelated, which in turn allows for autocorrelation in the clock-time returns. The generalization we consider is in keeping with the literature for both pure-jump models (Oomen 2006 ) and diffusion models ( 
where {η j } is a stationary, zero-mean q-dependent process with finite fourth moment, independent of the counting process N (·). We assume also that the process {ξ j +η j } is q-dependent. We can view the process {η j } as representing microstructure noise. Note that we do not require the {η j } to be independent of the efficient price shocks {ξ j }. Model (3) covers the case considered by Oomen (2006) , who assumed that the {η j } are a Gaussian q'th-order moving average with respect to the difference of an iid process.
We have so far been unable to derive a result corresponding to Theorem 5 for the variance of the realized volatility based on the clock-time returns generated by the price process in the presence of microstructure noise given by (3) . Obtaining such a result would require knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of the variance of the number of zero counts in a sequence of n counts, which is not known as far as we are aware. While this is unfortunate, there are alternative sampling schemes for the construction of realized volatility that have been proposed in the literature, which have desirable properties. We consider the transaction time sampling scheme, TTS, proposed by Oomen (2006) , under which the returns are measured every K (tick-time) transactions, and then the squares of these returns are aggregated to form a realized volatility. This contrasts with calendar time sampling, CTS (i.e., sampling in fixed intervals of clock time), which results in the realized volatility studied in Theorem 5. Oomen (2006) found that transaction time sampling leads to realized volatility that has superior performance relative to that based on calendar time sampling.
Define z j = ξ j + η j for j = 1, 2, . . .. Sampling every K transactions yields the sampled returns
Aggregating the available squared sampled returns up to time T yields the TTS realized volatility
The following theorem shows that under the model (3) the memory parameter of the durations propagates unchanged to the TTS realized volatility, RV T . 
Theorem 6 Let the durations {τ
Remark 8: Gaussianity of {r j } is a sufficient condition for the positivity of the spectral density of {r 2 j } at zero frequency. This follows since if {r j } is Gaussian, cov(r j ,r k ) ≥ 0 for all j, k by the formula of Isserlis (1918) , and since the spectral density at zero is the variance plus twice the sum of the autocovariances at nonzero lags.
V Discussion
In their empirical study, Deo, Hsieh and Hurvich (2007) found that the high frequency data on durations, counts and realized volatility possesses long memory and the memory parameter is apparently identical across the three series. In this paper, we have established conditions on the durations that guarantee the propagation of the memory parameter, without change, from the durations to the counting process and then to the realized volatility resulting from the return models considered here. Our theoretical results
imply that short-memory models, such as the finite-variance ACD model, and the SCD model of Bauwens We also presented a result implying that the only way for a series of counts aggregated over a long time period to have nontrivial autocorrelation is for the short-term counts to have long memory. In other words, aggregation ultimately destroys all autocorrelation in counts, if and only if the counts have short memory. Deo, Hsieh and Hurvich (2007) found that the empirical lag-1 autocorrelations of the aggregated counts did not decay to zero with increasing aggregation. They also found, in accordance with Theorem 4, that the lag-1 autocorrelations of counts generated from simulated durations generated from the empirically estimated LMSD models also did not decay to zero whereas those from the estimated exponential and Weibull ACD models (whose estimated parameters implied finite variance though this restriction was not imposed in the estimation) did decay to zero, in contradiction to what was observed in the data. This lends further support to the conclusion that LMSD models are more appropriate for intertrade durations than finite-variance ACD models.
[ Following the standard notation for point processes on the real line (see, e.g., Nieuwenhuis 1989, p.
594), we assume that the event times 
Throughout the paper, the symbol =⇒ denotes weak convergence in the space D[0, 1].
Proof of Theorem 1:
The proof proceeds by establishing the following facts.
A) Y n converges weakly under P to Brownian motion (d = 0) or fractional Brownian motion (d > 0).
B) The standardized counting process converges weakly under P to a multiple of the same limit obtained in A). We next establish B). DefineỸ
Note that for all s, 
Since u 1 ≤ τ 1 , and since assumption iii) implies that τ 1 has finite variance under P 0 , using 
Proof of Theorem 2:
We simply verify that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold for this process. 
Proof of Theorem 3:
We simply verify that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold for this process.
By Lemma 3, {τ k } is exponential α-mixing, and hence strong mixing and thus by Nieuwenhuis (1989) , 
It is well known that the GARCH(1,1) model can be represented as an ARMA(1,1) model, see Tsay (2002) . Similarly, the ACD(1,1) model can also be re-formulated as an ARMA(1,1) model,
where 
uniformly in n, provided that {τ k } is exponential α-mixing, which is proved in Lemma 3.
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 1 to the ACD(1,1) model and the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 5:
It follows from the proof of Lemma 2 that, for any fixed ∆t and integer m ≥ 1, under assumptions of Theorem 1,
Denote RV = 
s } is serially independent, conditional on the counting process, N (·). By (10), (12) and the stationarity of {∆N s }, we obtain
where K is a positive constant.
The result follows from (11) and (13).
Proof of Proposition 1:
We present the proof for the case 0 < d < Letỹ n = y n − E 0 (y n ). Since p ≥ 2 is even and E 0 (ỹ n ) p can be expressed as a linear combination of the products of the joint cumulants ofỹ n of order 2, . . . , p, we have
where π ranges over the additive partitions of n and c π is a finite constant depending on π.
Since the first order cumulant ofỹ n is zero and for all integers m ≥ 2, the m-th order cumulant of y n is equal to that of y n , it suffices to show that the absolute value of the m-th order cumulant of y n is bounded uniformly in n under P 0 , for all m ∈ {2, . . . , p}.
We first consider the second and the third order cumulants.
For the second order cumulant (m = 2),
To calculate the joint cumulant cum(τ k , τ s ), we briefly introduce some terminology, mainly from 
is given by,
where the summation is over all indecomposable partition ν = ν 1 ∪. . .∪ν w of the two-way table of indices.
It is more convenient to write the partitions in terms of symbols representing the random variables, instead of the indices themselves. We will always use distinct symbols, so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the indices and the symbols. Nevertheless, the random variables represented by distinct symbols need not be distinct. For example, e h k and e hs are distinct symbols, but if k = s, they are not different random variables. Ultimately, the cumulants are computed from the random variables.
To compute cum(τ k , τ s ), we use the two-way 
Thus, |cum(y n , y n )| ≤ A + B + C, where, 
Thus term C is O(1). Hence, |cum(y n , y n )| is O(1).
Next, for the third order cumulant (m = 3), we have
|cum(e h k k , e hs s , e hu u )| .
We will use the following two-way 
We next study the order of the dominant contribution to |cum(y n , y n , y n )| corresponding to each group.
In Group 1, the dominant term arises from the last partition since it yields a triple summation, 
where µ e h = E 0 (e h 1 ).
So the dominant term in Group 2 also converges to zero. . . .
converges to zero for all m > 2.
The indecomposable partitions of (e than (m − 1) edges, it is not a tree, and there will be more than (m − 1) terms of the form |e
being multiplied together in the m-fold summation in (14) . But, for all . . .
where Ω(G {k1,...,km} ) is the set of edges of the graph indexed by G {k1,...,km} .
By Lemma 1, each entry of the summation over G {k1,...,km} is of order O(n 2dm−2d+1 ). Also this summation is taken over a finite number of graphs (
Because the normalization term in (14) 
|e
As mentioned before, any graph . . .
. . .
where the final equality follows from Lemma 1. 
. The dominant contribution to (14) from Group L is then,
Similarly as before, we obtain n g1=1
by Lemma 1. . . .
where Ω(G) is the set of edges of G, G is any connected M -vertex graph with vertices {k 1 , . . . , k M } and 
It follows that the sum on the first index is O(n 2d ). Next, delete the leaf just used from the tree. The resulting graph is again a tree. Repeat the process of selecting a leaf, performing the corresponding sum and deleting the leaf until only the root remains. The M -fold sum in (17) is now bounded by a constant times the sum of n terms each of which is O(n 2d (M −1) ). Thus, the sum in (17) is O(n 2d(M −1)+1 ).
Lemma 2 For durations {τ k } satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists
where Z(t) is defined in Equation (6) .
Proof: Select any δ ∈ (0, ). Let θ = 1/(2 + δ) and assume without loss of generality that µ = 1, and
Thus, it suffices to show that
Note that for any real k,
For any s ≥ 1, we have
Using the relationship (19), we obtain
where
Next, we show that both (21) and (22) First, we consider (21) . Suppose first that s ≤ a(t), so that v(s, t) ≥ 1. Let
where C > 0 is a constant.
Since 0 < δ < , the righthand side of (23) is summable in s, uniformly in t, provided that sup t≥1,s≥1 E(|W | 2+ ) < ∞, which we show next.
Define 
This, together with Holder's inequality, yields
By assumption iv) 
Next, we consider (22). Defining
, an argument similar to that in (23) gives
and t 1/2+d < t, we obtain for all m > 0 P (
where C is a constant.
Since d ∈ (0, 1/2), we can choose m sufficiently large so that (27) is summable in s. By a similar argument as in the proof of (25), we have for this same value of m that sup t≥1,s≥1
Therefore,
Case II: d = 0. Let integer s 0 = Kt (2+δ)/2 for some K to be chosen later. Consider
The first term on the righthand side of (29) involves summation in s from 1 to s 0 . By (27) with m = 2+ , we obtain
As in the proof of (25), we obtain sup t≥1,s≥1 E(|U | 2+ ) < ∞.
we obtain
The first term on the righthand side of (32) is summable in s since θ(2 + ) = 2+ 2+δ > 1. As for the second term, since s 0 = Kt (2+δ)/2 ≤ Kt (2+δ)/2 , we obtain
which is bounded uniformly in t. It follows that
where the constants C 1 and C 2 are free of t. Hence
We now consider P ( 
We bound (34) by Holder's inequality:
where 1/α + 1/β = 1, α > 0, β > 0 and the values of α and β will be chosen later.
We now show that the term [P 0 (
1/β on the righthand side of (35) 
where a 0 is free of i since {τ i } are identically distributed under P 0 .
Then,
Since by Jensen's inequality,
we conclude from (36) that
for any m > 0.
Note that E 0 (x (39) Now, in the righthand side of (35), we can choose α = 3 + > 0 and β = α α−1 > 0. Given this choice of α, β, we then choose m sufficiently large in (39) so that it is summable in s. Therefore, the righthand side of (35) is summable in s, uniformly in t.
This then implies,
In all, by (33) and (40), we obtain 
Using (43) 
where C > 0.
Finally, by (44) and (45), we obtain var( RV T ) ∼ CT 2d+1 .
Case II: d = 0.
Equation (44) 
Since (1 + 2γ 1 + . . . + 2γ q ) is equal to the spectral density of {r 
for some constants K 1,k and K 2,k .
Overall, conditionally on N (·), by (46) and (47), 
